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oz. in a week’s time! Either case would come
with more chaos than anyone wants.

We want to start this letter with a little
housekeeping. We are switching our letter to an
email format to provide more and better
information and service as well as make it more
economically feasible for us as a company.
Those who have given us their correct email
addresses will be receiving more information as
well as be able to view the charts and photos
more clearly and in color. Since some people
move and don’t notify us, mailings could and
sometimes continue to be sent to the wrong
address. We are cleaning up our mailing list and
deleting those who we have not heard from in a
while. This could be the last hard copy letter
you will receive from us. If you enjoy our free
newsletters and want to stay in touch, call
800-494-4149
or
email
is
at
metalguys@buysilvernow.com
to confirm
that we have the correct contact information
for you.

Resource Consultants, Inc. is a pretty fiscally
conservative company; we doubt that either
scenario is in our near future. What we do
believe is that the fiat monies of the world are in
big trouble, and the dollar is backed by more
debt now than ever.

As many of you know, my husband, Pat hosted
Hard Money Watch on the Financial News
Network for well over two decades. One thing
Patrick did a few times was to challenge his
listeners to make an educated guess of what they
thought the spot price of Gold or Silver would be
by the end of the year. The one who had guessed
the closest before the deadline was awarded a
small prize. How many of you think you know
what to expect by the end of this quarter in
metals?

Immediately following the Brexit June 24th at
around 3AM we saw Gold spot prices had
jumped up $100. per ounce. By 2PM the same
day it had backed off by half but still that was
still over $50 higher than the preceding days
close. Silver and Platinum also saw nice upward
moves. Why? It could be that not only the United
States, but the world economy is suffering from
and growing weary of fiat money.

Dear Friends,
(email copy)

Every day we get calls from clients wanting to
know what we think the metals markets will do
in the near future. Most of us are bombarded
with a continuous stream of media. One
economist claiming Gold will fall to $800. per
oz. and another saying it could run to $10K per

With near zero interest rates and the banking
systems in trouble it is pretty difficult to defend
the thought of storing much of your wealth in the
bank, especially one that has been bailed out.
One would have to be pretty naïve to not realize
that if a bank has been bailed out it WILL
eventually be bailed in which means it can take
your monies, which by the way no longer belong
to you once they are deposited, and give you
stock in the failing bank instead. Now… doesn’t
owning some hard money which will always
have value and is easy to liquidate when you
choose to, or need to, sound a little less risky?

We feel that having a minimum of 15% to 20%
of your financial portfolio in physical precious
metals will not hurt you and just could be one of
the most important decisions you can make to
secure your financial future. You can contact
us Monday through Friday by calling 800494-4149 or 480-820-5877.
Contest

We would like to hear what you think the spot
price for Gold and Silver will be at 3:30 PM
Arizona time, Friday September 30th 2016. The
spot price will be the one shown on the
www.buysilvernow.com website at that time.
The deadline for getting your predictions to us is
August 15th 2016. We will be giving away a one
ounce Silver Eagle to up to 10 folks who can
guess the correct spot price for Silver and 10
folks who guess the correct spot price for Gold.
This should be fun! 800-494-4149 Must have a
U.S mailing address to be eligible to play.

financial fraud which has been growing like
glistening spider webs on steroids.
Dr. Ben Hunt, PHD wrote 6/24/16
Epsilon Theory: Waiting for Humpty Dumpty
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall.
All the king's horses and all the king's men
Couldn't put Humpty together again.
Brexit is a Bear Stearns moment, not a Lehman
moment. That's not to diminish what's happening
(markets felt like death in March, 2008), but this
isn't the event to make you run for the hills. Why
not? Because it doesn't directly crater the global
currency system. It's not too big of a shock for
the central banks to control. It's not a Humpty
Dumpty event, where all the Fed's horses and all
the Fed's men can't glue the eggshell back
together. But it is an event that forces investors
to wake up and prepare their portfolios for the
very real systemic risks ahead.

In 1787 President George Washington wrote
“Paper money has had the effect in your state
that it ever will have, to ruin commerce, oppress
the honest, and open a door to every species of
fraud and injustice.”
Brexit, The British exit from the European Union
is, in our opinion, just another sign of the times.
Multitudes of people throughout the world are
getting fed up with fiat currencies and fiat
governments and the fiat banking systems.
This move by the Brits has created quite a ripple
effect and it would not be surprising to see other
countries or even States struggling and possibly
succeeding in freeing themselves from the
crowded cocoon of the “ New or One World
Order.” It, to them, must feel like break free and
live or stay and be devoured.

There are two market risks associated with
Brexit, just as there were two market risks
associated with Bear Stearns.
In the short term, the risk is a liquidity shock, or
what's more commonly called a Flash Crash.
That could happen today, or it could happen next
week if some hedge fund or shadow banking
counterparty got totally wrong-footed on this
trade and - like Bear Stearns - is taken out into
the street and shot in the head.

No doubt there will be massive fear and
opposition by those who frantically struggle to
control and protect the house of cards from
falling and exposing the naked emperor. The
central bankers are scrambling to stay in power
and bail-ins seems inevitable. The domino effect
has been set in motion. It is said “When Britain
sneezes, Italy catches a cold”.
Per German Chancellor Angela Merkel “The
reality is that a majority of British citizens voted
to leave... so I await a communication about
Article 50 [the formal trigger for withdrawal]
from the UK addressed to the EU,".

In the long term, the risk is an acceleration of a
Eurozone break-up, which is indeed a Lehman
moment (literally, as banks like Deutsche Bank
will become both insolvent and illiquid). There
are two paths for this. Either you get a bad
election/referendum in France (a 2017 event) or
you get a currency float in China (an anytime
event). Brexit just increased the likelihood of
these Humpty Dumpty events by a non-trivial
degree.

Sovereignty is fast becoming a thought in the
minds of those who want to exit this united

What's next? From a game theory perspective,
the EU and ECB need to crush the UK. It's like
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the Greek debt negotiations ... it was never about
Greece, it was always about sending a signal that
dissent and departure will not be tolerated to the
countries that matter to the survival of the
Eurozone (France, Italy, maybe Spain). Now
they (and by "they" I mean the status quo
politicians throughout the EU, not just Germany)
are going to send that same signal to the same
countries by hurting the UK any way they can,
creating a Narrative that it's economic death to
leave the EU, much less the Eurozone. It's not
spite. It's purely rational. It's the smart move.

unsustainable. Then it collapses.~ The Money
Bubble

What's next? Every central bank in the world
will step up their direct market interventions,
particularly in the FX market, where it's easiest
for Plunge Protection Teams to get involved.
Every central bank in the world will step up their
jawboning and "communication policy" to
support financial asset prices and squelch
volatility. It wouldn't surprise me a bit if the Fed
started talking about a neutral stance, moving
away from their avowed tightening bias. As I
write this, Fed funds futures are now pricing in a
17% chance of a rate CUT in September. Yow!

You
might
remember reading of the Germans pushing
wheelbarrows full of marks to buy food and
some even burning them to keep warm. The
mark had gone from 57 for a dollar to 170 billion
being needed to equal 1 dollar in a matter of 2
years! That is one example of hyperinflation
getting out of hand and setting up the perfect
situation for Hitler to step in. Some stocks still
can and will do very well but even stocks can
and do sometimes fall to zero. Don’t invest more
than you can afford to lose.

What's the result? I think it works for a while,
just like it worked in the aftermath of Bear
Stearns. By May 2008, credit and equity markets
had retraced almost the entire Bear-driven
decline. I remember vividly how the Narrative of
the day was "systemic risk is off the table."
Yeah, well ... we saw how that turned out. Now
to be fair, history only rhymes, it doesn't repeat.
Maybe this Bear Stearns event isn't followed by
a Lehman event. But that's what we should be
watching for. That's what we should be preparing
our portfolios for. ~ Thank you Dr. Hunt

What does this mean for precious metals?
Because physical precious metals in the form of
Gold or Silver coins do not depend on a
government for value and are tangible assets they
are still considered to be real money. Gold,
because of its portability, rarity and durability
has proved to be a favorite form of exchange for
goods and services and a store of wealth for
thousands of years.
Someone wise once said “A nation can’t grow
its way out of debt if growth requires ever
increasing amounts of new borrowing.”

Fiat currency is an IOU issued by the
government. If the government that issues it does
not keep its promise that fiat money can and has
at times quickly become quite worthless.

The cost of living doubles every 20 years. Yet
most people have reached the top of their pay
scale by the time they are 40 to 45 years old. By
the time a person has reached 55 to 60 years of
age income generally decreases yet, the dollar
buys less. Our dollar has decreased by 25 times
its value. This was largely due to the repeal of
the Glass-Steagall act of 1935. The Glass

A nation can’t grow its way out of debt if
growth requires ever-increasing amounts of new
borrowing. In that situation debt increases faster
than societal wealth until the system becomes
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It looked like Armageddon had hit the gold
market, and for many investors it was just
that. But as you can see in the chart below,
for gold, this was really just "par for the
course". Since silver has a 90% price
directional correlation to gold, its deeper drop
was to be expected.

Steagall act was put in place to keep banks from
making risky investments which would put
investor’s money at risk. Once the banks were
able to find loopholes they engaged in
speculative trading, investment banking through
separate subsidiaries and got away with it. By
1999 there was little noticeable difference
between commercial banks, investment banks
and hedge fund.

The Gold and Silver "C" is
Here - What Now?
David H. Smith
This Update Report is written for your
consideration on Thursday, July 7, 2016. After
one of the largest rises in many years - in
terms of percentage gains and the time
involved to do so - gold, silver and the mining
stocks are undergoing what looks to be the
beginning of what may become a substantial
correction. This is a good thing. In fact if it
does not happen soon, I would become
concerned for the duration of what I, and
others who are my market teachers, believe is
destined to become a bull run for the record
books. Let me explain...

On January 19, 2016, the mining stocks made
an intraday trading bottom, first dropping
down to shake out the last "weak hand"
survivors of the most brutal mining stock bear
market in memory - then turning around the
same day to the upside. In my opinion, the
2011-15 drama was far worse than 2008-09,
and more violent than the drawn out secular
precious metals' bear market lasting from
1980 to around 2000...both of which saw this
writer as a participant-near victim. The chart
below demonstrates what happened. I own
this stock. You can find dozens more that did
the same thing. It's here because I was
watching the quote machine in real time on
the day it printed down to $0.22 cents. During
the previous few years, I had held this stock
at $4.50, sold and re-bought at $1.50, etc. I
bought back in again for the last time, during
the fall of 2015 at .35 and 27 cents.

Last December, by most indications, the
vicious, lengthy cyclical bear market in the
commodities sector - highlighted by both
precious and base metals, appears to have
ended. In silver it started in May 2011. in
Gold, around September of the same year.
Gold declined 44%; Silver, because it's
inherently more volatile, dropped about 70%.
The sell-off was longer and deeper than just
about any person who is truthful with you present company included - was expecting.
The
commodities
sector
itself
almost
vaporized. By some accounts, it was the
biggest drop in the past 90 years. Mining
stocks dropped 80-90%. Some cratered 95%.
Hundreds fell 100% (disappeared). scores
more are even now on life-support. A few
went to pot...literally. They now peddle Mary
Jane to investors who formerly held mining
stocks.

On the day it printed .22 cents I simply could
not believe my eyes. Since the percentage of
any one stock I wanted to hold was already in
place, I did not buy more. Not to mention,
"Would it next drop to .10 cents?"
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globe wake up and rush to buy. At some point,
physical metal may become unavailable at any
price, or certainly at a price that makes sense.
If so, investors will rush into mining stocks,
pushing them skyward in circumstances
reminiscent of the 2000 dotcom mania,
increasing investor risk massively. If you've
put away some gold and silver now, or in the
reasonably near future, you can watch calmly
while others become overwhelmed with fear
and greed. While others pay "unreasonable"
prices. While others cannot buy gold and silver
at all.
AXU 2016, courtesy of stockchart.com

What happens when a coin shop or a
mail-in gold/silver dealer "runs out"?

View AXU's chart pattern as a template for
many others...and for physical gold and silver
themselves. In 2011, AXU traded at over
$10.00 a share. It had one producing mine. It
is not currently producing below $20 silver due
to low prices, but it now has two mines, and
has cut production costs substantially. Scores
of other mining companies with highlycompetent management have done the same
thing.

The supply chain for precious metals that
feeds the vast majority of coin shops, mail-in
dealers, and even most mints, is fairly narrow.
Whether it's in the U.S., Canada, the U.K., the
Eurozone, or India and China. It's not
designed for holding massive amounts of
product, "just in case" a demand volume spike
hits at some point in the future. Rather it's
more like "just in time". Supply pipelines rely
on a network of wholesale sources selling to
retail outlets, who sell to the public. When
metals' dealers run out of product and are not
able - or are unsure if they are going to get
replacement metal to re-sell, they're going to
do one of two, or both things. They'll raise the
premiums substantially on what they have left
to sell. Then they're going to close down for
awhile. When they reopen, if demand still
overwhelms supply, the few sellers that still
have metal will be charging an arm and a leg
for what's left.

Mining stocks have outperformed physical
gold and silver. So far...
Thus far in 2016, mining stocks on a
percentage basis have outperformed the
physical metal. Over time this is the normal
set of circumstances, because, by definition,
stock prices represent greater risk. Metals
cannot and have not ever gone to zero. Stocks
often do, either by going bankrupt, being
nationalized by a host country, or through
share dilution of 100:1 by companies trying to
stay alive, but which sometimes still go to
zero.

Most readers of this letter do not, and
probably should not invest in mining stocks, at
least before they've acquired some physical
metal first. Doug Casey calls them "burning
matches" for a reason. The largest mining
companies in the world are actually "wasting
assets". Every ounce, (or pound in the case of
copper, lead and zinc), means they are coming
closer to mining-out their resource. They need
to constantly locate more to replace what
they've dug up and sold. While they're at it,
they have to deal with possible mine shaft
collapses, tailings pond issues, lower than
expected ore body values, and even
nationalization (outright theft), by host
nations.

This situation will likely change as the year
goes on, as metals' prices play tag team with
miner values. This will be predicated upon the
continuation of global investment demand,
with the kicker being how much industrial
hedge silver buying adds to the demand mix.
As the bull market progresses, expect this
pricing relationship to see-saw back and forth.
What is likely to occur as the bull run gets
underway over the next couple of years, is
that gold and silver supply for investment
purposes is going to come under severe
pressure as more and more people around the
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purchased that silver quarter from Resource
Consultants as recently as January of this
year, it would have cost you only about $2.50?
Think about it this way. During the last 6
months - in relation to real money - silver the paper in your wallet has lost 35% of its
purchasing power! So, which is the real junk?

Sometimes tax law changes, revocation of
mining licenses and even "forced partnerships"
by the host nation, where they insert
themselves as business associates in your
production operations, can destroy profits.
How do you avoid these complications? You
de-risk things by purchasing and holding the
metals they produce. Only the person who
holds them in their hand has legal and
legitimate claim. And that person is...you!
Even the money in your purse or wallet has
other claimants on it. You have to find
someone who will take it from you in
exchange for a good or service you want. Or
sometimes an entity - read "the government"
will just take it from you, period. Think
taxation. Think inflation.

Not everything that shines is truly golden.
Buy only the real deal!
Lately, a virtual flood of counterfeit coins,
bullion rounds and ingots have been finding its
way into the market, to the detriment of more
than a few hapless buyers. It's especially
dangerous for buyers on sites like eBay and
Craig's List, but both customers and dealers in
coin shops have been taken advantage of as
well. Many of these fakes - some rather
sophisticated - have been sourced from China.
But regardless of their origin, you don't want
to become a victim. From whom you buy
should always be an issue of paramount
concern, before you lay your Benjamin's,
Grants, and Jacksons on the counter.
CoinWeek.com provides a good summation,
stating:

That's why David Morgan calls what you
carry around "paper promises". Do yourself and your family - a big favor and exchange
some of those promises for money that has
never gone to zero in value, like all the paper
currencies ever issued have done since the
Chinese started that game centuries ago. "But
my paper promises still have value", you say.
Yes, but consider that the purchasing power
they had as recently as the 1970's has
declined sharply. The $20 bill you used to
spend then? Now you'll need a $50 bill to
come even close to buying the same amount
of goods and services. And how about that
pocket change of 1964 and earlier 90% silver
dimes, quarters and fifty-cent pieces we used
to buy stuff with?

These new fakes not only have a better strike
quality than previous examples, but there are
no obvious errors in the packaging which
bears the certificate number and other
authentic-looking details from the purported
manufacturer. Measure the fake by length and
width, and it seems like the real deal, but the
bars are noticeably thicker when compared to
a genuine bar, so that these fake PAMP Suisse
gold bars weigh the same as the real thing.
The most important step is to make sure
you’re buying from a reputable, licensed
dealer. Some people buy from established
local sellers they’ve dealt with for years.
Others only purchase from big well-known
precious-metal dealers on the Internet...
The main point is to make sure you know with
absolute certainty who you’re buying from.
Does the firm have a vested interest in
carefully screening what it buys and sells?
RESOURCE CONSULTANTS does. Will you have
recourse if it turns out what you bought isn’t
the real deal? The counterfeiters are getting
better and better at what they do. The only
way to combat them is to be a smarter buyer

Today, with silver around $20/ounce, one of
those silver quarters will set you back by
about 3 and 1/2 ($3.65) of your paper
promises. In the trade it's called "junk silver".
But those values sure don't sound like junk to
me. And did I mention that if you had
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metal at this stage of the game. Stanley Kroll
summed it up best, saying "Be right! Sit
tight!" Almost no one can make and keep
significant money by trying to jump in and out
of the market. Of course it helps to have a
position in the first place, no?

In this case, it's not just caveat emptor. But
also caveat venditor (seller beware) as well!
Carefully Study the Resource Consultants
Market Letter Archives

The evolving fundamental and technical
underpinnings are heralding a paradigm shift
from a cyclical bear market to a resumption of
the much larger and more enduring secular
bull phase. This third major impulse leg from
the 2000 lows is likely to be the biggest yet,
enduring for at least the next few years. At
the conclusion of each correction, look at the
charts for higher highs and higher lows.

The reasons for holding precious metals - for
insurance first, profit potential second - are
many and compelling. For the last few years,
in addition to myself, several other writers,
including Roger Wiegand and the late Ian
McAvity (Co-Founder of the Central Fund of
Canada - CEF), have written about them for
Resource Consultants. David Morgan, with
whom I work as Senior Analyst for The Morgan
Report comprehensively covers them in his
letter of the same name. Resource Consultants
has archived these essays. Whether you are
new to the precious metals' arena or an old
hand who has been "stacking" metal for quite
awhile, it is my strong recommendation that
you take the time to read and reflect upon the
information contained therein. Many investors
have paid thousands of dollars for the
information Resource Consultants makes
available to you...for free!

The reasons for such optimism, on both the
supply and demand sides of the equation point
to a tectonic shift from what was perceived by
only a relative few gold and silver bugs just
last year. The Transparent Gold Holdings chart
courtesy of SRSRocco.com shows what
happened just after the 4th of July holiday.
ETFs and Funds on the exchanges added a
one-day record of 1.4 million ounces of gold.

Where we go from here - how and why
you might consider taking action
By the time you read this letter, the correction
in gold and silver may have already run its
course, with a move above the spike highs of
$1,375 and $21 respectively. They may be
backing and filling with a controlled downward
slant into this year's earlier support belts into
the $1,280-$16 range. Or worst case scenario,
maybe things really go short-term negative
and prices drop further. On a purely seasonal
basis, prices should be soft, and conceivably
trace 50% of the entire run from January. Of
course what should happen and what actually
does may be two different things.

Post-4th of July massive volume in gold,
concomitant with similar action in silver

In my considered opinion, you would be
remiss to focus on just one of these scenarios.
The power and volume of the run so far
indicates that we are in the early first-stage of
what is going to eventually be one for the
record books. That's why, although I sold
some mining stock trading portions earlier in
the week, I am still almost 80% invested. I
would never consider selling any physical

Look at some of what's being said here as
hyperbole if you want. But the bottom line is
that if you have not yet begun your metals'
purchasing program, or haven't purchased all
you intend to get, the time to act grows short.
Because the summer months are normally
more quiet than in the spring or fall, you may
have until September, and be able to pay a bit
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less. But will this be a "normal" summer? Only
the market knows for sure, and will give us
the reasons after the fact. My sense is that
things will not be normal this time around.
However, to quote my favorite psychiatrist,
the late Moe Howard, "We shall see what we
shall see!"

GOLD CATEGORY ONE
INSURANCE

Sure, you may be "planning" to buy some
metal. But human nature being what it is,
every time the price goes down, you will
probably just watch - even though you had
earlier said you would buy. "Well, maybe it will
go lower, and then I will 'back up the truck!"
But in the event, you will almost certainly end
up buying nothing at all.

Resource Consultants feels that the most
important part of your portfolio is Gold and
Silver Bullion bars and coins. These offer a store
of wealth and purchasing power which is based
on the value of the metal. If you are new to the
physical metals market, you might have the idea
that only the very rich can afford Gold or Silver
Coins. Nothing could be further from the truth.
Gold coins from United States, Canada, Austria,
South Africa and several other countries are
available in 1oz., ½ oz., 1/4oz. and 1/10oz. sizes.
While many pick up rolls of gold coins, these
coins are available from Resource Consultants in
any quantity that fits your budget. You will be
surprised how quickly you can accumulate a nice
store of portable real wealth by just putting away
a coin or two each payday.

Buy in "a blob"? Wait for lower prices?
Fear and greed will dog your steps.
The safest, smoothest way, in my view, is to
build your inventory in tranches (portions). It
eliminates trying to "buy at the lows". It's a
simple, mechanical method to start your
"stack" or keep adding to it. It helps you keep
focused on the big, longer-term picture
instead of the short-term price squiggles and
the sea of opinions from "gurus". Three is a
nice number. Buy one-third of your intended
amount now. One-third in a month or so. And
the final third sometime shortly after that. Or
to tweak your program. If prices fall more
than you expect, purchase your second onethird at a price point that looks "attractive".
Save pennies
dollars later?

and

nickels

now?

Pay

If you believe, as we do, that gold and silver
are destined to trade much, much higher in
the coming years, don't try to nick Mr. Market
for some small change. Do like Pat Gorman
has always said. First, "Plan your work" then
"Work your plan." There are few guarantees in
the world, including this one. But when you
look at what supports this thesis, it's easy to
see that it has a lot going for it. I've made the
decision to make physical precious metals a
part of what I do for insurance and possible
profit for myself and my family. How about
you?

Yes, even gold coins are available in Monster
boxes!

RECOMMENDATIONS
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The only numismatic coins we recommend are
Minted by the United States Mint and third party
graded by PCGS or NGC. This speculative
category can be a very satisfying part of your
portfolio once you have taken care of category
one and two. Although, many of our clients
have done very well with this category and love
the pride and privacy that owning the older and
more rare coins provide. This category is just
now beginning to pick up again but has not
moved as much as the bullion “yet”. Those of
you who love these more valuable or collector
coins can take advantage of this market before
they too regain the values seen before 2008.
Call us for current prices, availabilities or
recommendations. We can help you put together
beautiful sets!

GOLD ~ CATEGORY TWO
PRE 1986 OLDER COINS

We have always loved the U.S. minted older
coins such as the $20 Saint Gaudens or Liberty
in XF condition as well as the $10 and $5 Indian
or Liberty. These Beautiful American coins have
a small premium over the bullion coins while
offering the added value of being a piece of
history and beauty that is no longer minted.

A word to the wise… We heard an ad on the
radio recently a coin dealer is who is asking
anyone who owns coins to call him and they will
evaluate your coins for free. WHY would anyone,
in their right mind tell anyone, especially a
stranger what they have in precious metals or
tangible assets? We are reminded of a sweet
older gentleman who several years ago was
CONtacted by what we believe to be that same
organization and they told the man they would
have someone in his area who would come to his
house and evaluate his coins for free! He was
not a customer of ours since he had bought all of
his coins many years prior but loved our
newsletters and sent many referrals our way.
The trusting old man let them in and long story
short they talked him out of all his bullion
Krugerrands told him the Krugerrands were
foolish to own and that they would be
confiscated and sold him instead, a few high
grade numismatic coins . He felt stupid and
bullied and as soon as they were gone regretted
every talking with them. Once the deal was
done, he was not able to get hold of them or get
his bullion coins back. He called us and told us
what had happened ashamed and broken
because these scoundrels talked him out of his
safety net and into high grade collector coins at
a huge premium that at his age, he might never
recover.

Other choices in this category include the 20
Franc, containing .1867 fine gold or British
Sovereign which contains .2354 troy oz. of gold

These above mentioned coins come in different
designs which make them fun to collect and offer
a way to hold older gold coins at close to bullion
prices.
Call Resource Consultants at 800-494-4149
for
current
prices,
availability
or
recommendations!

GOLD ~ CATEGORY THREE
RARITIES AND NUMISMATICS
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Now these same people are doing this with
holders of numismatic coins telling people that
the graded coins are a horrible investment and
offering to “take them off your hands” before
they become worthless… Ask yourself this
question..
If something is bad to own, why are they working
so hard to buy them?? Because they want to
stock up their inventory where and while they
can grab things from the public at very low
prices. And better yet, sell whatever they can
make the most on. This is in the investment
industry, called churning, is unethical, and
certainly does not have the best interest of the
client in mind.

Pre 1965 U.S. circulated silver coins or “junk
silver” has become more available for the time
being largely due a little liquidation by holders
who have been waiting for the recent rise in
silver prices.

When you choose to invest in or liquidate some
of your metals, Resource Consultants, can and
will offer advice and follow your wishes but no
one here will EVER push you or snoop into your
business. Our goal is to help you achieve your
goals. We are a company built on happy
customers and referrals. We work very hard to
keep our relationships with our client friends the
best in the business!

The 90% silver is sold by the face value and a
$1000.
face value bag will contain
approximately 715 oz of actual silver. Resource
Consultants makes these coins available in
$1000., $500. $250. Or $100 face value bags
and the prices fluctuate with the spot prices of
silver.

SILVER CATEGORY ONE
INSURANCE
Silver is the most affordable of the precious
metals. If Gold is the place to store your wealth
for the future like a precious metals savings
account, then Silver is where you store your
purchasing power for the everyday things and
you can look at it as your precious metals
checking account. If Gold at some point goes to
10,000.000 per ounce and many believe it can
and will, then, that would place the value of
silver at about $500 per ounce! What if it only
went half that high in value? Still not bad, right?
Where do you think the currencies will be in one
year? Two years? 10 years? It does not give us a
warm and fuzzy feeling. Silver, on the other
hand is like Gold, real money. We strongly
encourage you to pick up as much of this white
metal as you possibly can on a regular basis. I
could just be the best investment you will ever
make!

1oz Silver Eagles, Philharmonics, Maple Leafs
and the new 2016 .9999 1oz Silver Austrian
Kangaroos are the favorite bullion silver choices
as are the 1oz Silver Rounds. These items are
available in rolls or 20 or 25 ounces and
Resource Consultants will pick up the shipping
in insurance charge for orders of 300 oz. or
more. Monster Boxes of 500 ounces offer the
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discounts.

The big 5oz America the Beautiful coins make
great gifts for most any occasion and are good
choice for those on a small budget. Whether you
pick up just one at a time or full 10 coin (50oz)
rolls, these massive coffee coaster sized and low
mintage U.S. Coins are an impressive sight to
behold!

Also, we would love it if you would visit our
Resource Consultants, Inc. Facebook page and
“Like” us and share. Help us continue to get the
word out, educate and inspire. Also, please visit
our website www.BuySilverNow.com often and
refer your friends to it.
Thank you again for your business and for
referring your friends and families to us. Thank
you too for your friendship! We cherish the
relationships we have with each one of you and
look forward to many more happy years with
you!

God Bless and Keep You,
Most anyone can afford silver. This is where you
can get your toes in and take advantage of silvers
current low prices or even help teach a friend or
family member the value of real money by
helping them to invest for themselves.

Linda & Pat Gorman
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